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GALILEO GAL 
 
A daughter of Galileo, Galileo Gal is from a classic branch of a family that descends 
from the wonderful runner and producer Miesque.  
 
Galileo has established himself beyond all question as the heir to his sire, Sadler’s 
Wells, as “the world’s greatest stallion.” He has sired an astonishing 258 stakes 
winners, 165 group or graded, and nearly 70 group or grade one winners. They 
include the remarkable Frankel, one of the greatest racehorses of all time, as well as 
such champions as Found, New Approach, Australia, Minding, Gleneagles, Nathaniel, 
The Ghurka, and Cape Blanco. This year alone Galileo has been represented by group 
and grade one winners Highland Reel, Capri, Churchill, Deauville, Decorated Knight, 
Alice Springs, Hydrangea, Johannes Vermeer, Minding, Mondialiste, Order of St. 
George, Rhododendron, Seventh Heaven, The United States, Ulysses, Waldgeist, and 
Winter.  
 
Galileo is beginning to look equally outstanding as a broodmare sire, with his 
daughters having already produced more than 80 stakes winners, 13 group or grade 
one, including French 1,000 Guineas (gr. I) and French Oaks (gr. I) victress La 
Cressonniere; the 2,000 Guineas (gr. I) captor, Galileo Gold; and 2017 group and 
grade one winners Barney Roy, Roly Poly, Zhukova, and Hall of Fame.  
 
Galileo Gal is half-sister to 2017 two-year-old Alpha Centauri, winner of the Naas 
Fillies’ Sprint stakes, and beaten a neck in the Albany Stakes (gr. III) at Royal Ascot, 
and to Tenth Star, a stakes winner and runner-up in the Royal Lodge Stakes (gr. II). 
Galileo Gal's dam also has daughters of breeding age by Danehill Dancer and Galileo, 
as well as a yearling filly by So You Think, and a filly foal by Sea The Moon. 
 
Galileo Gal’s dam, Alpha Lupi, is a sister to stakes placed Helike, and half-sister to 
group winner Moon Driver, graded placed Mojave Moon, stakes placed Canda, the 
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dam of group winner Autocratic, and group winning and group one placed Evasive, 
and Moon’s Whisper, the dam of stakes winning and group placed Ibn Malik.   
 
The second dam of Galileo Gal is the outstanding filly East of the Moon, winner of 
the French 1,000 Guineas (gr. I), French Oaks (gr. I) and against colts, the Prix Jacques 
Le Marois (gr. I).  
 
East of the Moon is the outstanding daughter of the great mare Miesque, twice 
European Champion, Champion Turf Mare in the U.S., and winner of ten group or 
grade one events, including back-to-back renewals of the Breeders’ Cup Mile (gr. I). 
Miesque is also dam of classic winning European champion and outstanding sire 
Kingmambo; group winner Mingun; group winning and group one placed Miesque’s 
Son, a group one sire; and stakes winner Moon Is Up. Overall, Miesque is ancestress 
of 23 individual stakes winners, eight of them group or grade one,  including the 
French 2,000 Guineas (gr. I) and Breeders’ Cup Mile (gr. I) captor Karakontie; 
Champion European Two-Year-Old Filly Rumplestiltskin; Dubai Turf (gr. I) scorer Real 
Steel; and Tapestry, successful in the Yorkshire Oaks (gr. I).  
 

 

 

 

 
 


